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Introduction :

   We live in a world where computers, phones and technology (Artificial 

Intelligence) have accessed and dominated most, if not all, aspects of life both 

personal and professional. 

At the personal level, social media takes a huge part of our life growing to be 

almost a necessity in our daily routine. As a consequence of that growth, it felt the 

need to develope and improve the experience to meet the expactations of its user; 

using many tools to keep them satisfied with the services it provides. And since the 

main reason why people are attracted to social media platforms is the ability to 

know what‘s happening around the world and keep up with it, making the world 

connect together and let people from different nationalities and different cultures 

come together and that what made social media so popular and so successful.  

In the other hand, the diversity of nationalities and languages obliged social 

media creators to come up with a way to overcome the obstacles presented by 

different languages so that everyone can use their platforms and communicate 

easily regardless of the language used. First, they made sure to add as many 

languages as they can and give the choice to use it in any language their users want 

and with this step they reach more customers and more people to use what they 

offer. This single step made social media go viral because it became easy for 

everyone to use it regardless of the language they speak which made it so 

attractive. Though, adding more languages was not enough to connect the world 

together because you may use these platforms in your language but if what is 

posted is in a different language that you can‘t understand what the others think, 

try to say about themselves or about the world.  

For this reason, social media developers started to work on adding an option 

for their users to make it easier to understand what people who speak different 

languages want to say and in order to do that translating their content is their 
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emergency exit. In other words, they have to add a translation option to their 

platforms.  

Due to the immense amount of content posted every day, it is impossible to hire 

translators to translate manually which lead the creators to develop programs to do 

the job faster and more efficiently using what is called Artificial intelligent (AI). 

   The social media giant, Facebook, started in 2004 as a simple communication 

tool between students of Harvard University to develop to what we know now as 

the most famous app worldwide. To reach its known position, it had to go through 

multiple researches using AI in an attempt to understand the mechanisms of the 

human mind to provide accurate translations and proved suitable contentWe live in 

a world where computers, phones and technology (Artificial Intelligence) have 

accessed and dominated most, if not all, aspects of life both personal and 

professional. 

    At the personal level, social media takes a huge part of our life growing to be 

almost a necessity in our daily routine. As a consequence of that growth, it felt the 

need to develope and improve the experience to meet the expactations of its user; 

using many tools to keep them satisfied with the services it provides. And since the 

main reason why people are attracted to social media platforms is the ability to 

know what‘s happening around the world and keep up with it, making the world 

connect together and let people from different nationalities and different cultures 

come together and that what made social media so popular and so successful.  

   In the other hand, the diversity of nationalities and languages obliged social 

media creators to come up with a way to overcome the obstacles presented by 

different languages so that everyone can use their platforms and communicate 

easily regardless of the language used. First, they made sure to add as many 

languages as they can and give the choice to use it in any language their users want 

and with this step they reach more customers and more people to use what they 

offer. This single step made social media go viral because it became easy for 
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everyone to use it regardless of the language they speak which made it so 

attractive. Though, adding more languages was not enough to connect the world 

together because you may use these platforms in your language but if what is 

posted is in a different language that you can‘t understand what the others think, 

try to say about themselves or about the world.  

   For this reason, social media developers started to work on adding an option for 

their users to make it easier to understand what people who speak different 

languages want to say and in order to do that translating their content is their 

emergency exit. In other words, they have to add a translation option to their 

platforms.  

Due to the immense amount of content posted every day, it is impossible to hire 

translators to translate manually which lead the creators to develop programs to do 

the job faster and more efficiently using what is called Artificial intelligent (AI). 

The social media giant, Face book, started in 2004 as a simple 

communication tool between students of Harvard University to develop to what we 

know now as the most famous app worldwide. To reach its known position, it had 

to go through multiple researches using AI in an attempt to understand the 

mechanisms of the human mind to provide accurate translations and proved 

suitable content. 

Statement of the problem : 

Social media are exchange platforms for culture news and information  , it 

got a big impact in changing world view about crucial subjects and opinions , 

social media have a huge responsibility to take because it can be harming as it can 

be useful , especially when it comes to translating  people ideas or opions about 

each other or about something happing in the world , and that goes through 

providing correct translation of their  content  , social media platforms needs to pay 

more attention to this side .  
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Objective of the study: 

translating is a difficult task for humans who already understand that during 

translation they are not just transform words from a language to another. they are 

also transforming culture mindset emotions, and so on which automated translation 

or AI translator can‘t understand ,how far social media creators couldn‘t  make an  

IA translator understand all what we mentioned above,  is really will come the day 

that IA translator can replace human translators  

Research questions:

Main question :  

 How Artificial Intelligent translation works in social media ? 

Sub questions : 

 What social media use AI for in their platform   ? 

 What are the positive and the negative side of the IA translation in social 

media? 

Hypothesis:                                                                                                 

the analysis of the translation of  Facebook posts hypothesizes that : 

 Using  AI translation it‘s not  the perfect solution for post translation 

The significant differences between social media translation and  translation 

specialist

Literature review : 

  The following is a revision of previous research on Artificial intelligence 

translation history and evolution .The story begins with a super simple invention it 

had cards in four different languages, a typewriter, and an old-school film camera.                                                                                                                           

In 1933The USSR's Academy of Sciences received a presentation from Soviet scie

ntist Peter Troyanskii entitled "the machine for the selection and printing of words 
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when translating from one language to another."Afterthe death 

ofTroyanskiiThe machine was unknown to the rest of the world until two Soviet sc

ientists discovered his patents in 1956.It was just at the start of the Cold War.    

   The GeorgetIBM experiment began on January 7, 1954at IBM headquarters        

 in New York.For the first time in history, the IBM 701 computer mechanically tra

nslated 60 Russian sentences into English. 

For forty years, fruitless attempts to develop machine translation were made.

 In their renowned study from 1966, the US ALPAC committee branded machine t

ranslation "expensive, imprecise, and unpromising"    

Instead, they suggested concentrating on dictionary creation, thereby eliminating U

S scholars from  the  race for over a decade.

A machine translation system that knew nothing about rules or linguistics as a 

 whole was first demonstrated in early 1990 at the IBM Research Center. It looked 

at similar texts in two languages to see if there were any trends. 

 In 2006, everyone has been using this method. Until 2016, Google Translate, 

 Yandex, Bing, and other well known online translators served as phrase 

based translators .Until 2016.No one  

could have predicted that Google was already fanning its fires, preparing to transfo

rm our perception of machine translation.  

In 2014, a research on the use of neural networks in machine translation was publis

hed,which was pretty humorous. Except for Google, the Internet was completely u

naware of it, and they immediately grabbed their shovels and began   digging. 
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Google made a gamechanging statement two years later, in November 2016.Googl

e enabled neural translation for nine languages in 2016. They came up with the mo

niker Google Neural Machine Translation for their technology (GNMT). 

In 2017, yandex launched their neural translation technology. Its key characteristic,

 as said, was hybridity. Yandex combines neural and statistical approaches to transl

ate the sentence, then uses its preferred CatBoost algorithm to pick the best one. 

Methodology  

   The present  study  uses the comparative analytical approach as a research 

method to compare between the translation of AI that social media use in their 

platforms in this case Facebook AI translation and the human translation to the 

common tongue language that users write their posts with, than we will observe 

how either AI and human understand it and translate it and which one of them is 

doing this process right . 

structure of the study  

   the study divided into three chapters ,the first and the second part will be 

theoretical , will present the history of AI ,fields that AI is required and AI 

approaches , the second chapter will deals with the application of AI in Language 

and the use of AI in social media , in the third chapter will analyses the problem of 

AI translation in Facebook by analyzing some posts are taking from The Facebook  



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1                               

human 

introduction to Artificial 

Intelligence 
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1-Introduction : 

   This chapter is divided into three parts, the first part deals with  the evolvement 

of AI through history. The idea of making inanimate objects into intelligent beings 

. traces of the beginning of modern artificial intelligence can be seen as an attempt 

to define the classical philosophers' system of human thought as a symbolic 

system. However, the field of Artificial Intelligence was not formally established 

until 1956. In 1956, a conference "Artificial Intelligence" was held for the first 

time . 

  The second part aims to show the need to AI in making our life easier ,incredible 

progress has been made in computer science and AI recently it has been studied for 

decades and is still as one of the most elusive subjects in Computer Science. AI 

ranges from machines truly capable of thinking to search algorithms used to play 

board games. It has applications in nearly every way we use computers in society. 

The third part emphasis the approaches of AI ,the four  approaches of AI   

2-The historical development of AI : 

   The history of Artificial Intelligence it‘s  all about humanoid robots and it  have 

been carried out In the Ancient Greek era. As an example of this is Daedalus, the 

ruler of  the wind mythology, trying to create artificial humans. History has come 

to regard modern artificial intelligence as a means of defining philosophers' 

systems of human thought. The 1884 is quite significant in the field of Artificial 

Intelligence where Charles Babbage has worked on a mechanical machine that will 

exhibit intelligent behavior.

   However, he decided that he would not be able to produce a machine that would 

exhibit as intelligent behaviors as a human being, and he took his work suspended. 

In 1950, the idea that computers could play chess has been introduced by Claude 

Shannon . Artificial Intelligence continued slowly  to develop  until the early 

1960s. 
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   AI was officially emerged in 1956, a conference about  Artificial Intelligence 

session at Dartmouth College was introduced for the first time. Marvin Minsky 

stated in his book "Stormed Search for Artificial Intelligence ".the problem of 

Artificial Intelligence modeling within a generation will be solved ".                             

During this period the first Artificial Intelligence applications were introduced and 

these applications were  based on logic theorems and chess game, the programs 

developed during this period were distinguished from the geometric forms used in 

the intelligence tests , which has led to the idea that intelligent computers can be 

created. 

  Alan Turing study "Computing Machinery and Intelligence" the Turing test was 

first attempt to measure AI ,and addressed the fundamental question of "Can 

computers think?" Turing devised an imitation game, later known as the Turing 

test, in which if a machine can carry on a conversation that is indistinguishable 

from a conversation with a human being, then the machine is intelligent,. 

   AI got its name and mission in 1956 where . ―AI period‖ began with the  

McCarthy coined the term "Artificial Intelligence, which became the name of the 

scientific field. The primary conference assertion was every aspect of any other 

feature of learning or intelligence should be accurately described so that the 

machine can simulate it . 

   In the 1980s, AI was first deployed in major projects with practical applications. 

The AI will be tailored to solve real-life challenges the next time daylight passes. 

Even when consumers' needs are already satisfied by traditional techniques, AI has 

expanded its reach thanks to more cost-effective software and tools 

(MaadM.Mijwel ;2015). 

Examples for  AI solving  problems including  algebraic application problems, 

language translation, geometric theorem proving, etc. A list of several important 

AI breakthroughs of that period are.                                                                                       
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   In 1952s Checkers was the first program to show that computers can learn new 

things instead of just doing what they're told it made the news, and was taught to 

play at a level capable of challenging a competent amateur human player.In 1961 

as Michiedescribe  one of the first programs capable of learning to play a perfect 

game of Tic-Tac-Toe Machine Educable Nougats And Crosses Engine. 

   Also in 1965 Weizenbaum uses  Eliza which is a natural language processing 

system impersonating  a doctor, it answered questions in a psychotherapist-like 

manner. Some users believed they were conversing with another human being until 

the discourse hit its limits and became nonsensical . 

Shakey 1969  ‗the Robot was the world's first general 

purpose mobile robot that could think about its actions‘.This project was the first to

 merge logical reasoning and physical action, as it linked robotics research with co

mputer vision.

2-1 History of interactive machine translation : 

As adigital computer application machine translation precede both computational 

linguistics and AI ,the two fields of computer science where it is now classed  

.The 1954 Georgetown MT demonstration received widespread media coverage, in

dicating that MT was a fairly active study topic by 1956.Early machine translation 

research generated the subject of computational linguistics MT research was 

focused on crosslanguage models of linguistic structure, with concurrent theoretica

l discoveries in generative linguistics by Noam Chomsky having some influence( 

Hutchins, J. 2000).the invention of the general-purpose computer during World 

War II and the advent of the Cold War stimulated the MT research. 

the intersection is nowhere more relevant than in natural language processing NLP.

  

Specific example is language translation. In practice, experienced translators build 

final, high-quality translations using ideas from machine aids. 
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Human translators are increasingly using machine translation (MT) systems such 

as Google Translate to supplement their work.  

But how do we go beyond simple machine error correction?  

Recently, Stanford research groups, 

 

Carnegie Mellon University and the European CasmaCat group have been research

ing a human-machine model similar to the one displayed in Figure 01. 

The baseline MT system suggests the Arabic translation  غوس فاطوت

for the English input "Fatima dipped the bread," however the translation is erroالخبش

neous since the main verb غوس (in red) has the masculine inflection.  

By adding an affix ث, the user corrects the inflection. 

The corrections also benefit the machine, upgrading its model in the future to offer 

higher-quality suggestions.(Spence Green et all,2015). 

 

 

 

Figure 1 : Interactive Language Translation (Spence Green et all, 2015). 
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3-  the fields in which AI is required 

3 -1. AI Use in E-Commerce Personalized Shopping 

  Nowadays everything is done through or assisted by the internet even shopping . 

Artificial intelligence technology is helping  to create recommendation engines, 

which allow you to engage with your customers more effectively. These 

suggestions are based on their browsing history, preferences, and interests. It aids 

in the improvement of your relationship with your customers as well as their 

loyalty to your brand and making shopping so easy and fast with best selling serves  

3-1-1.Assistants with Artificial Intelligence 

  Chat bots which is the newest tool in the shopping business and  virtual shopping 

assistants (chat bots )  help the customers  to improve its  experience when 

shopping online. Natural Language Processing is employed in order to make the 

conversation sound as human and personal as possible. Although  these assistants 

can interact with your customers in real time and with that as a business owner you 

don‘t need even to react with your customers directly  

3-1-2. Preventing Fraud 

  With every new technology it comes with it positive and negative sides and some 

people always try to benefit from the mistakes  that comes with technology such as 

using credit cards to bill online businesses.  Credit card fraud and bogus reviews 

are two of the most serious concerns that E-Commerce enterprises face. AI can 

help lower the likelihood of credit card fraud by analyzing usage trends. Many 

people choose to acquire a product or service based on client reviews. Artificial 

intelligence can assist in detecting and dealing with fraudulent reviews. 

3- 2. Artificial Intelligence Applications in Education 

   Times has changed and giving education by the old ways is not working with the 

new generation as it used to be even that  the education sector is the one most 
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influenced by humans and it worked very well in previous centuries  Artificial 

Intelligence has gradually begun to seep its roots into it as well. Even in the 

education industry, the delayed adoption of AI has increased faculty efficiency and 

allowed them to focus on students rather than office or administration tasks which 

helping both students and administration to preform better and keep up with 

technology and merge with it . 

3-2-1.Administrative Tasks are Automated to Assist Teachers 

   Non-educational tasks such as facilitating and automating personalized messages 

to students, back-office tasks such as grading paperwork arranging and facilitating 

parent and guardian interactions, routine issue feedback facilitation  managing 

enrollment courses  and HR-related topics can all be aided by Artificial 

Intelligence. 

3-2-2 Creating Intelligent Content 

   Artificial intelligence can be used also  to digitize information such as video 

lectures  conferences and text book guides. We can use different interfaces such as 

animations and learning content for students of various grades by customizing 

themthe the student or the public all that by AI .Artificial intelligence contributes 

to the creation of a rich learning experience by creating and delivering audio and 

video summaries as well as complete lesson plans.                                                                                                               

3-3. Lifestyle Applications of Artificial Intelligence 

   Even the way that we are living our lifes this days it wasn‘t be easy as it is if it 

was‘t  AI is created . Artificial intelligence has a significant impact on our way of 

life in asspacts that we may not even be aware of . 

 

3-3-1.Vehicles that drive themselves 

  Many cars companies such as Toyota  Audi Volvo and specially  Tesla use 

machine learning to educate computers to think and evolve like humans when it 
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comes to driving in any environment and object detection to minimize accidents.so 

if wasn‘t for AI our cars plans and trains was not gone to be this easy to ride or to 

use . 

3-3-2. Email Spam Detectors 

   The simplest way to spot how AI is changing our day routine  and activities is 

the email we use every day that contains AI that filters out spam emails and sends 

them to spam or trash folders, allowing us to see only the filtered content. Gmail  a 

major email provider has achieved a filtration capacity . 

3-3-3.  Recognition of Facial Expressions 

   Our favorite devices  such as phones  laptop and PCs  use facial recognition 

technology to detect and identify users in order to give safe access and prevent 

stilling our document photos and videos from our devices . Aside from personal 

use facial recognition is a commonly used Artificial Intelligence application in a 

variety of businesses including high-security regions.And it is one of the newest 

and most advanced way of security that ever used in our time . 

3-3-4. System of  Recommendation 

    Various platforms that we use in our everyday lives, such as e-commerce, 

entertainment websites, social media, video sharing platforms such as YouTube, 

and so on, all use the recommendation system to collect user data and deliver 

personalized recommendations to users in order to enhance engagement. This is a 

highly common Artificial Intelligence application in practically every industry. 

 

3-4. Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Robotics                                        

The  industry where Artificial Intelligence applications are widely used is robotics. 

AI-powered robots employ real-time updates to detect obstructions in their path 

and instantaneously arrange their route .                                                                           
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It can be used for a variety of things  including transporting goods in hospitals 

factories and warehouses .Cleaning huge equipment and offices Inventory control 

is important.         

 

3-5 . Healthcare AI Applications 

   Artificial intelligence has a wide range of uses in the healthcare industry. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is being utilized in healthcare to create sophisticated 

machines that can detect diseases and cancer cells. Artificial Intelligence (AI) can 

assist in the analysis of chronic illnesses using lab and other medical data in order 

to ensure early identification. For the discovery of new medications, AI combines a 

combination of historical data and medical knowledge. We can with confident  say 

that AI is saving life or helping saving lives as the doctors do . 

3-6. Games using Artificial Intelligence 

   The gaming industry is another area where Artificial Intelligence applications 

have gained attraction and it is one of the most important fields that played a huge 

role of getting AI it repetition . To interact with the players  AI can be employed to 

generate intelligent  human-like NPCs.It can also be used to predict human 

behavior  which can help with game design and testing

 3-7. Social Media AI Applications 

3-7-1- Instagram 

   On Instagram AI takes into account your interests and the accounts you follow to 

determine which posts appear in your Explore feed  and what attract you as a user 

and appear it on your Instagram feed . 

3-7-2 - Facebook                                                                                                                                       

   Artificial Intelligence from Facebook is also used, as well as a tool called Deep 

Text. Facebook can better understand conversations with this tool. It can be used to 
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automatically translate posts between languages. And what have known with 

Facebook and now with Meta is using the same algorithm to study it customers and 

better their experience by it . 

3-7-3 -Twitter 

   Twitter AI is used for fraud detection  propaganda removal  and hateful content 

removal . Twitter also employs AI to suggest tweets to users based on the types of 

tweets they engage with. 

3-8 -Marketing Applications of AI 

   Artificial intelligence (AI) applications are also widely used in    marketing. With 

the help of behavioral analysis pattern recognition and other AI tools marketers can 

deliver highly targeted and personalized ads. It also aids in retargeting audiences at 

the appropriate time ensuring better results and a reduction in feelings of distrust 

and annoyance.Content marketing can be assisted by AI in a way that is consistent 

with the brand's style and voice. It can be used for a variety of tasks, including 

performance  campaign reports and more. 

 

3-9 Finance Applications of AI 

   Banks are aware of the advantages that AI can provide. Whether it's personal 

finance corporate finance or consumer finance. AI's highly evolved technology can 

help to significantly improve a variety of financial services. Customers seeking 

assistance with wealth management solutions through it  can easily obtain the 

information they require via SMS text messaging or online chat  both of which are 

AI-powered. Artificial intelligence can also detect changes in transaction patterns 

and other potential red flags that could indicate fraud  which humans are prone to 

overlooking  saving businesses and individuals significant money. AI can better 

predict and assess loan risks  in addition to fraud detection and task automation. 
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4-Appraoches of AI : 

    There‘s a lot of technology that goes into building AI systems.  Based on 

machines behaviour, four types of Artificial Intelligence approaches are 

recognaized – Reactive Machines, Limited Memory, Theory of Mind, and self-

awareness. 

4-1-Reactive machines : 

   The most basic form of AI applications are these machines Games like IBM's 

chess-playing ( international business machine corporation ) 

supercomputer Deep Blue are examples of reactive machines. This is the same 

computer that defeated Gary Kasparov, the world's Grand Master at the time. The 

AI teams do not feed the machines any training sets, nor do the machines store data 

for future reference. The machine decides/predicts the next move based on the 

opponent's move. 

4-2 Limited memory : 

   Self-driven cars are the perfect example of These devices  that are classified as 

AI applications of class II .They are supplied  with data and taught over time using 

other automobiles' speed are right and direction, lane markers, traffic signals, road 

curves, and other relevant criteria. 

4-3 Theory of mind : 

   Now we are trying to make this notion work, but we haven‘t reach there yet. 

Theory of mind refers to the idea that robots will be apt to understand  human 

emotions, thoughts, and feedbacks. Comprehension of  human manners is 

sophisticated if AI-powered machines are ever to mingle and move around with us. 

The requirement is then to reflect appropriately to such activities. 
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4-4 -Self awerness :

These AI robots are an evolution of the Class III AI. It's one step closer to compreh

ending human feelings. This is the point in which AI teams generate computers tha

t have a selfawareness aspect built in. Selfaware machines appear to be a long way 

off from where we are now. Here's an example. The robots should be apte to detect

 reveal when someone honks from behind. That's when they get how it feels to hon

k back at someone

5-Conclusion

   As a conclusion of this chapter we‘ve reviewed the development of AI in history 

from encient time to nowadays as we see the need of using AI to faciltate our daily 

life and commmunication where we can see the link of it with its approaches that 

AI is based on to understand the humen‘sthouhts and emotions soi t can be abel to 

interact with it and satisfise it. 
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1 -Introduction :

   Using  AI in translation software focuses on translation management in the first 

place which  means that AI is intimately linked to the concept of automated 

translation and is used to increase both translation efficiency and quality in specific 

situations. Smarting is continually analyzing language and project data in order to 

improve our services and capabilities . And one of the mean reasons for using AI 

in translation field .AI translation isn't about doing away with human translators it's 

about assisting them and making the process easier from start to finish .The second 

reason  AI as an assistant translation tool is it help us  to assist you in working 

smarter not harder while also increasing the quality of our  translations. As a result 

of it‘sassistant  content may be delivered at  faster  without sacrificing quality.  

  

2-The application of artificial intelligence (AI) to language 

translation: 

2-1-Intelligent Knowledge Base-Based Thoughts and Practical Language

   Language  has no meaning by itself because it is merely a vehicle for human 

expression of idea. However humans have given it meaning, so the basic unit of 

translation should be text rather than word structure. 

   Langyage is a segment or a group of sentences can all be considered a text. It 

could also be a word. translation is a type of linguistic communication in which 

text from one language is replaced with text from another language with the same 

meaning. It is possible to replace it without having to look into word parity or 

grammar and that‘s according to Y. Wu and Y. Wei, ―Analysis and development of 

intelligentialized welding CAPP system,‖ Transactions of the China Welding 

Institute, vol. 36, no. 7, pp. 109–112, 2015.
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   As shown in Figure 1 that  Published in 22 Sep 2021 from Hindawi website that 

the majority of translations are semantic, meaning they convert semantics from the 

source language to the target language rather than form. 

 

Figure 3:  The relationship between semantics and text 

   Knowledge base-based translation is defined as translation that is always based 

on semantics ,with semantics as the goal, and searches the knowledge base for 

equivalent or similar texts according to K. Solic . This is more in line with human 

thinking. When a person translates "where are you from," he first searches his 

brain to see if the semantics of the text "where are you from" and "where are you 

from" are the same, and then returns the result immediately. 

 3-Machine Translation Model 

3-1- Machine Translation System Based on Rules 

   According to C. Graham and N. B. Jones in the article  ―Intelligent virtual 

assistant‘s impact on technical proficiency within virtual teams‖ The main focus of 

machine translation research is highly consistent translation Although statistical-

based methods have had an impact on rule-based methods, this has not slowed 

their development .
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   The rule-based method primarily relies on the language knowledge base, with 

linguists debugging and modifying the rules in terms of syntax   semantics  and 

other related aspects on a regular basis. Traditional rule methods employ a smaller 

corpus, resulting in low rule coverage and rule conflicts .

    It improves the methodology in accordance with the established rules,the setting 

of rules has increased the percentage of storage knowledge,common rules and 

method such as common error-based learning algorithms  come from the 

compilation of multiple cases and analysis in data warehouses. 

   Furthermore, while the traditional rule-based method emphasizes coarse-grained 

natural language knowledge, globalization, and a large rule base, the current 

algorithm emphasizes "big dictionary, small rule base"which what A. Khadivar, A. 

Dolatkhah, and F. M. Amiri explained in his book ―A fuzzy expert system for 

response determining diagnosis and management movement impairments 

syndrome‖.

     Today's rule-making places a greater emphasis on the relationship between the 

source language and context than traditional approaches when it comes to 

displaying knowledge, the majority of traditional rule-based methods are based on 

the determinism principle, which states that either one or the other must be true, 

resulting in poor system robustness. 

   The current rule algorithm will be replaced with a scoring function or a 

probability function (like IBM's BLEU), which will have a greater impact on the 

system's robustness, the rule-based translation method usually requires multiple 

levels of order and adjusts the word order of the translation rules. Multiple rules, 

such as overlapping word rules, segmentation rules, syntax analysis rules, tagging 

rules, semantic analysis rules, word conversion rules, structural conversion rules, 

and others, are used in rule-based machine translation methods. 
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3-2-Machine Translation System Based on Examples

   To figure out how machine translation is programed to do it‘sjob ,in Figure 

2taking  from Hindawi website down belong depicts the system's fundamental 

structure. The main idea is to first construct a large-scale bilingual corpus 

(translation memory), then match the most similar example sentence in the 

constructed example database according to the matching principle, determine the 

corresponding target language of the similar sentence example, correct and reform 

the target sentence, and finally obtain the target sentence that corresponds to the 

source language sentence. 

 

 

Figure 2:  Structure of example-based machine translation. 

 

   The most important task in the example translation process is to locate the 

matching process, the source language does not need to be analyzed during the 

search process; only analog matching is required and that according to S. Oramas. 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/misy/2021/5777679/fig2/
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V. C. Ostuni. and T. Di Noia in their book  ―Sound and music recommendation 

with knowledge graphs‖, introduces the similarity research method and sentence 

similarity calculation in case-based machine translation,information retrieval, 

search engines, and machine translation systems all use sentence similarity in 

natural language processing.

   The main idea is to extract the sentence's keywords, then remove the sentence's 

redundant knowledge before calculating the sentence's similarity by comparing the 

keyword similarities,calculate the sentence's similarity by comparing the keyword 

similarities. Translation systems are made up of translation models and translation 

knowledge in general. Translation knowledge is the most important component of 

the system, and how to analyze and synthesize translation knowledge has become a 

key issue in system development                                                                                                       

3-3-Machine Translation Fusion                                                                                                           

   The basic idea behind sentence-level translation fusion as C. Rubert B. León   

and  A. Morales in  ―Characterisation of grasp quality metrics,‖ for  Journal of 

Intelligent and Robotic Systems machine translation fusion  is to combine the N-

best input translations from multiple translation systems for the same original 

language sentence and reorder them in the integrated set with the best translation 

becoming the output translation after reordering . 

   The sorting criteria can refer to a variety of information such as the Bayesian risk 

of the translation the score of the translation's language model or other statistical 

feature values among others, in most cases phrase-level translation fusion 

technology necessitates delving into the inner workings of machine translation 

systems. Taking note of the translation of phrases used by each translation system 

during translation, for example. The phrase-based translation fusion technology 

can achieve the fusion of translation system capabilities through recoding based on 

internal information.
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  The basic idea behind lexical-level translation fusion is that high-quality 

translation fragments are selected from N-best translations from different machine 

translation systems for the same source language sentence and then fused into a 

brand new higher-quality translation.                                                                                                                              

3-4-Machine translation based on  Transformational 

   It was first used for part-of-speech tagging, with results that were comparable to 

those obtained using statistical methods. This self-learning method has been used 

by some to identify basic noun phrases (baseNP) in English. The transformation-

based learning method's central idea is to alter the current local structural state 

using learned transformation rules and current transformation trigger conditions.

   The input's initial state is usually set to an optimal default value. The greedy 

algorithm is used in the training, and the rules are tweaked in each iteration to 

reduce the error rate. This algorithm has a significant flaw , the training time is 

excessively long, especially when the training corpus is large , it performs much 

better. 

On the assumption that performance is unaffected, some people have proposed an 

improved algorithm (nTBL), and the training time can be greatly reduced. Its 

central idea is that after selecting the best conversion rule and applying it to the 

corpus, scoring all of the rules is unnecessary because only a portion of the rules 

applied to the converted corpus will change the corpus, their scores will change. 

The scores for the majority of the rules have remained unchanged, and the rules for 

this section are as follows, First examples that uses the best conversion rules are 

found in the corpus to make changes, so that these examples can be found. Because 

neighbor examples affect each other, context is also known as neighbor examples. 

The rules containing these examples apply to the transformed corpus, which may 

cause the corpus to change, so we only need to rescore these rules, which reduces 

the training time. 
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4-The application of AI translation in social media  

   Usually, when Facebook is in the news we change our passwords and update our 

privacy settings so our colleageus don‘t see what we‘re truely doing all day! 

nowadays, though, we‘re speaking about Facebook‘s latest AI breakthrough. Just a 

couple days ago, the tech mogul‘s Artificial Intelligence research team (FAIR) 

published a paper explaining that Facebook has evolved new technology that will 

surely enhance their potentiels to translate quickly between two languages, 

especially when one language is sort of more mysterious back in the day,machines 

could translate between two languages when they have ―knowledge‖ of both 

languages. as ―We are going out,‖ in English to ―Salimos,‖ in Spanish.

However, doing that, the language for both sentences must be stored on the 

machine‘s server so it could recall the information. Then, the machine could 

translatfaster and build its own vocabulary over time with the aide of human. Until 

now, Google translate has dominated the online translation scene with their system 

being the most successful, reliable, and learning quickly. 

Unsupervised Neural Machine Translations (UNMT)has been evolved by 

facebookit gives machines learning algorithms that permit the translation of 

sentences without pairing the sentences themselves. It may look like magic but 

Facebook‘s algorithms can understand language and translate it without recalling 

stored words in their systems. Systems now at leading research institutions are apt 

to learn languages, and it‘s going to revolutionize the translation industry,as we 

believe. 

Manual translations can be time consuming , expensive and 

usually paid for by humans. we still feel that a human translation, or at the very 

 least a onceover for proofreading, is importent before publishing anything online o

r in print, but it doesn't rule out the possibility that technology can help.
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This shows that technology may be able to assist us in translating strange language

s into more widely spoken languages. Machines could teach us what humans have 

forgotten by using neural signals in the brain when certain phrases are heard by des

cendants or weak speakers of disappearring languages, as if reading hieroglyphics. 

 

   By providing free access to the coding for this new technology .Facebook has 

 also helped developers . Anyone can contribute to the system's improvement, maki

ng it a collaborative worldwide endeavor that will ideally benefit all of  

humanity, the business is cooperating with academic institutions and will continue 

to disclose its discoveries publicly,To improve the technology. 

Our journal detailes have been made public on Facebook, and we'll be publishing 

them shortly on our social media outlets, but for now, stay tuned for more 

UNMT(unsupervised neural machine translation) news. We'll be looking to see 

how we can integrate this new technology into our existing systems to make our 

translators as productive and cost-effective as possible!(amper translation,18 

September 2018.
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4 -1 The role of AI in keeping data of social media  :  

    According to World Economic Forum estimations, by 2025, the amount of data 

created by humans each day will be about 463 exabytes (one exabyte is equal to 

one billion gigabytes), which equates to more than 200 million DVDs per day. 

With such large quantities of user-generated content, humans will hardly be able to 

keep pace.  

    AI, on the other hand, can handle data in a scalable and real-time manner across 

numerous channels. In terms of the sheer size and volume of user-generated 

content it can analyze and detect, AI can outperform humans. AI can scale on 

demand and process enormous volumes of data quickly .

- 4 2. Content Filtering And Automation:                                                                                                             

     With so much user-generated data, manually social media  content becomes a 

task that requires scalable solutions. Social media Content  powered by artificial 

intelligence can detect harmful content in texts, images, and videos. AI may also 

help prevent inappropriate content from being posted by filtering and classifying it, 

assisting human  in the content review process and assisting marketers in keeping 

their content clean and safe. 

-4 3. Less Exposure To Harmful Content:                                                                                    

    Human moderators deal with difficult content on a regular basis, and their 

conclusions are frequently questioned by users who believe human moderators are 

prejudiced. Passing enormous amounts of immoral content makes moderation a 

difficult task for people, and it might even have harmful psychological 

consequences. AI can help human moderators by filtering suspicious content for 

human review, decreasing human exposure to distressing content and preventing 

content moderation teams from having to go through all of the content submitted 

by users. Human labor can be made more productive by using AI to assist 

employees handle web information more quickly, effectively, and with fewer 

errors

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/04/how-much-data-is-generated-each-day-cf4bddf29f/
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4 4- . AI supervising  Live Content :  

   AI could be utilized to assess live content in social media content . It is critical to 

control  real-time data in order to offer users with a secure experience. By 

evaluating content quickly and automatically recognizing any hazardous cases 

before they go live, AI can assist with livestream content management.  

5-4 . Abusive Content:    

Abusive content features all kinds of hate speech, cyber bullying, cyber 

aggression and abusive behavior. Many companies and social media platforms, 

including Facebook and Instagram, use AI automation to add reporting options and 

streamline the overall moderation process with the help of natural language 

processing and image processing                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                     

  4 –6  The AI  protection from Language  profanity:       

 Profanity  in social media is the use of language that‘s deemed offensive, 

impolite or rude and can include bad words and naughty jokes. Using natural 

language processing, AI can detect not only specific words that are dirty and 

inappropriate but also a string of random characters and symbols that represent 

swear words. 

4- - 7 False And Misleading contant:                                                                                      

     False content tries to aggressively propagate misleading information through 

social media channels for a variety of goals, including hiding the truth and 

influencing public opinion. Fake news and articles, as well as product reviews and 

comments generated by AI bots, are all examples of fake content. 
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5- Conclusion : 

   In this chapter  we discussed the use of Artificial Intelligence in the field  of 

languages and how it been assisted by AI , for the AI to learn about languages it 

needed to learn how humans procces the languages and how they break down it‘s 

meanings , to do that AI have to go through along rood and  many measures to use 

such a tool as an assistant in social media it may help it users to a sertant degree 

but it needs more work . 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3        

Corpus Analysis 
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1- Introduction : 

    Artificial Intelligence concerned almost all fields and every industry because of 

it advantages  ,but as humans  decided to use it in  the translation field which a 

field it take more than programing to understand .because  languages have to many 

elements and many aspects that only a human mind can understand and interpite 

,even if Artificial Intelligence is been taught by human but it can never break 

languages like human do .                                                                                             

   We can‘t deny that it is involve during the days in translation field and exactly 

what a platform like Facebook is trying to do .Facebook is currently giving it users 

an easier way to communicate internationally by providing the machine translator 

powered by AI . This feature automatically translates the posts on the users  

timeline that help them understand those posts.

   However, translation cannot be separated from some aspects a textual 

grammatical and many others. Those terms are important to make our words 

understandable to be read in another language. For the above mentioned reason, 

errors in translation are often produced by Facebook‘s machine. 
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2- The corpus : 

   The present study  analyze a number of Sourse Language  samples  that are a 

result of an inaccurate machine translation and its effect on  Target Language  

meaning . The samples  are taken from Facebook groups and Facebook  

accounts . The present study  shows how Machine Translation effect the 

meaning in  Facebook, and how provide the users with misleading translation.  

3- Methodology :  

   In this research, we looked at some of the language issues that arise when using 

Arabic in Machine Translation Applications on the internet (MTA). This reaserch 

gives a linguistic examination of some of the issues that have arisen as a result of 

the usage of MT applications, such as Facebook .

   Our research is based on a small samples  that includes both formal and informal 

Arabic Facebook postings. The sample was chosen at random to demonstrate the 

diverse linguistic patterns seen in Arabic and English. The samples  are displayed 

as screenshots taken from Facebook. The also goes across the challenges facing the 

Arabic language on internet based on  MTA  Facebook . 

4-  Data analysis  

   Machine Translation Applications used by Facebook  produce  several  problems 

in meaning while translating into  Arabic. Our samples  are organized according to 

predetermined criteria, with the goal of demonstrating the many language patterns 

seen in Arabic samples  that are problematic in Machin Translation in Facebook . 

They consist of lexis, phrases, and long sentences or utterances.                                               

Consider the following screenshots below illustrate how the Arabic samples  was 

translated into English using Facebook translate application . 
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Pattern 1: from “facebook page  خلية الاعلام مديرية التربية  puplished on 15 june at 

2: 14 . 

 

 

 

Analysis : 

In this pattren, MT system suggests the English translation midlle center هزكش  

جعلها الله في هيشاى and may allah make it in the balance of their good deeds هخىسطت 

 . حسٌاحهن 

Whereas the translation is erroneous since the usage of the main verb wants change 

de meaning of the sentence.  

The accurate translation : may allah accept it as a good deed , middle school  
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Pattern 2 :from the   خلية الاعلام مديرية التربية on 15 june at 7: 56 AM  

Analysis:       

In this pattern,MT system suggests the English translation secondery center هزكش

An inspection, هخىسطت  سيارة حفقذيت      

Whereas the translation form Arabic into English is erroneous both at the 

grammatical level  and the choice of words.  

The accurate translation would be:Midlle school هخىسطت    , Visited   سيارة حفقذيت  
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Pattern 3 :fromFacebook page named by   خلية الاعلام مديرية التربية on june 15 at 

8:10 . 

Analysis:

In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation specific visits to the 

centers  سيارة حفقذيت                                                                                                                   

the translation erroneous is semantic  

The accurate translation of this clause would be :survey to the centers  سيارة حفقذيت 
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Pattern 4 :from face book page named by  تسريحات شعر للاطفال روعةpuplishedin 

june 7 at 8:11 pm   

Analysis: 

In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation ―the best real air 

perfumes from an amazing experience‖for the Arabic input ―  احسي هعطزاث الجى

 .‖الحقيقت عي حجزبت ححفففففت

Whereas the translation is an unaccurate since the Arabic sentence is amibguous 

due to the lack of punctuation (spoken as written language) resalting in an 

erroneous translation. 

The accurate translation for ― ححفففففت ٫عي حجزبت ٫الحقيقت ٫هعطزاث الجى احسي ‖would be: 

the best air perfumes, for real, from an experience, it is amazing fascinating. 
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Pattern 5 :from Facebook group named by أجمل تسريحات شعر الأطفالtheface book 

page puplished on  7
th

 ofmay 10:09 Am.

 

Analysis:In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation ―he said 

peace be upon him: ―the death of a believer is caused by the sweat of his forehead‖ 

‖for the Arabic input ― "قال صل الله عليه و سلن:" هىث الوؤهي بعزق الجبيي‖. 

Whereas the translation iserroneoussince the prepositionبwastranslatedwith 

‗‗iscaused by‘‘ resulting in a total out of contextequivalent. 

The accurate translation would be: he said peace be upon him: ―the death of a 

believer with sweat on his forehead‖. 

Pattern 6: from a Facebook group named by   خلية الاعلام مديرية التربيةpuplishen 

on june 16 at 8::00 AM  
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Analysis :

In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation predecessor Sabihat  

today صبيحت اليىم , The translation was not correct because the MT system didn‘t 

choose the right equivalence for some words ,also translating latterly for other 

words because of the absence of equivalence for other words .  

The accurate translation would be :Early mornig   صبيحت اليىم  
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Pattern 7 :from Facebook group named by bent walad الجزائرpuplished in june 

at 7 :22 AM .

 

Analysis: 

In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation predecessor for :mount 

Adrian isجبل ادرياى, and not put gador for  هخحطش جادور

The translation was not correct because the MT system don‘t recognize all  the 

syntax and morpholygy between languages , also can recognize transability

The accurate translation would be : The Adrian mountain for جبل ادرياى and without 

hitting the love emojy for   و هاححطش جادور  
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Pattern 8 : from Facebook group named by  فضاء ورقلةpuplished in june 6 at 

12:48 .

Analysis :

In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation predecessor forالشهادحيي 

is testimonies , destroyer of delights for   هادم اللذاث

The translation was not correct because the MT system The translation was not 

correct because the MT system not programed to translate words are related to 

isslam (religion ) and not programed to brow words from other languages

The accurate translation would bechahada for الشهادحيي and desires distroyer for  هادم

  اللذاث 
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Pattern 9 :from Facebook group named by كوتش منىPuplished In june 7 at 8:59

.

Analysis 

In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translationpredecessor for good 

death is حسي الخاحوت, grant us for  ارسقٌا

The translation was not correct because the MT system not programed to translate words are 

related to isslam (religion ) and not programed to brow words from other languages 

The accurate translation would be: peacefull death for حسي الخاحوت, bless us 

. 
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Pattern 10 :from Facebook group named by   خلية الاعلام مديرية التربية

. puplished in june 7 at 10:03 PMورقلة

  Analysis :In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation predecessor 

forhonor is اشزف, director of Education  for هذيز الخزبيت, municipality  for بلذيت

The translation was not correct because the MT system was translating latterly without  matching 

the words with their meaning .

The accurate translation would be supervised for اشزف,director of departement of 

Education and township for  بلذيت 
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Pattern 11 : From Facebook page named by   خلية الاعلام مديرية التربية published 

on 16 june at 8:00

   

Analysis : In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation secondery 

school ain bayda   ثاًىيت عيي البيضاء 

The accurate translation would be supervised for Hight school Ain Bayda   
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Pattern 12 : From Facebook bage named by   خلية الاعلام مديرية التربية  on 16 june 

8: 00                                                                                                                             

Analysis In this pattern, MT system suggests the English translation                     

Mr director of Education السيذ هذيز الخزبيت    , Rooms الحجزاث    , difiencies الٌقائص , 

condidates certificate شهادة الوزشحيي    

Correct Translation will be : head director of Education السيذ هذيز الخزبيت , class 

rooms  الحجزاث, inperfections الٌقائص    , candidate witnesses شهادة الوخزشحيي    .  
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5- General Conclusion :  

It is obvious from the study's tiny sample of FMT of Facebook status from  Arabic 

and English or the opposite, that the corpora presented in the form of screenshots 

analysis that there is a severe outstanding challenge connected to Grammatical, 

morphological, syntactic, and contextual recognition by FMT , the corpora's 

patterns . 

1.Facebook Machine translation are insecure when used with different sorts of 

data. Performing poorly on corpora whose underlying features are unknown Those 

of the translation application data differ. 

2. The majority of mistakes in FMT systems occur while dealing with Arabic 

corpora that are morphologically rich The FMT application (AI) will not be accept 

it . And it will not Create new word formations that they haven't seen before or 

programed to translate .

3. The corpora exhibit distinct verbal patterns that result in FMT representations 

that are insufficient and undesirable.                                                                                                              

4.The corpora show that FTA are inadequate and unacceptable from a language 

standpoint. These incorrectly created results reflect poorly on these online 

applications. 

5. Facebook's transliteration tools are inaccurate and not totally effective . 

6. Undoubtedly the various flaws of FMTA shown in the corpus we used in this 

study  prove that they are far from replacing professional translators.                                                                                                                      

7. Users of FMT should use their common sense, which may resolve translation 

ambiguities.                                                                                                                                                      

8. These translation services may provide us with database of parallel corpora or 

root words.                                                                                                                                                                 
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9. Arabic dual word form is mostly unrecognized in GTA and FSTA.                                                                      

10. These translation services should focus on providing multiple parallel corpora 

to polysemous word input that has multiple possibilities of translation.  

11. These translation services should update their input methods database, and add 

diacritical markers and context sensitive recognition systems for the Arabic 

language.                                                                                                                  

12. Morphology reveals a number of translational problems, not all of which are 

the same type 
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Abstract 

with the evolution of technology day after day people say that it will come a 

time when machines that work with AI will take the place of humans take their 

jobs but is it really a machine that made by men can take his place think as he 

thinks feel like he feels  specially when it comes to the language which is more 

than words beside each other that  make a sentence ,a social media it‘s a way of 

communication people uses to transfer  not just their thoughts but also their 

feeling, is really can AI understand the surface and the hidden meaning of the 

words  that  comes from the differences in cultures and mindset  between people 

from different backgrounds tell now it couldn‘t but its not impossible only time 

can answer this question. 

Keywords: 

Facebook - Translation - Machine Translation- Artificial Intelligence  - 

Social Media.  


